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ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL  

OTLEY, A VOLUNTARY ACADEMY 

 
 

POLICY FOR HELPERS IN SCHOOL 

 
ETHOS STATEMENT 

 

The School was founded by and is part of the Catholic Church.  The School is to be 

conducted as a Catholic School in accordance with the canon law and teachings of the 

Catholic Church and in accordance with the Trust Deed of the Diocese of Leeds in 

particular: 

 

1. Religious education is to be in accordance with the teachings, doctrines, discipline 

and general and particular norms of the Catholic Church; 

2. Religious worship is to be in accordance with the teachings, doctrines, discipline and 

liturgical norms of the Catholic Church; 

And at all times the school is to serve as witness to the Catholic faith in our Lord Jesus 

Christ. 

 
MISSION STATEMENT 

 

This school exists for its pupils – to help their spiritual, mental, emotional, physical and 

social development. 

 

This Catholic School is to provide an education, which has Christ at its centre. 

 

Aims 

 To build positive relationships with all adults who help in school. 

 To value and utilise the expertise, talents and interests of adults who come into 

school. 

 To enable the children to meet and work with a variety of different people. 

 To facilitate individual and small group work under the teacher’s supervision and 

guidance. 

 

Practical considerations 

Who helps? 

At St. Joseph’s we welcome a variety of adults into school as helpers. These may be 

parents, grandparents and other relatives of children in school, family friends, members 

of our parish and the local community and people who have a particular talent, expertise 

or interest which is linked to a class or school-based topic. All adult helpers must 

complete a criminal disclosure form (Disclosure & Baring Service) if they work on a 

regular basis and have unsupervised contact with children. 
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All adult helpers in school must be aware of confidentiality issues and not discuss issues 

relating to the children outside school. 

 

When? 

In general, helpers are recruited through personal contact by the teachers or headteacher. 

Some helpers may be new to school, others recruited from previous years. Class helpers 

are asked to help in classes which do not contain children of their own. 

 

If, during the year, other people ask to help in school, they are always welcome. 

Similarly, if a need arises for extra helpers or helpers with a specific expertise, a further 

letter will be sent home. 

 

Adults help in school throughout the school day. They may be asked to help with a range 

of activities and tasks in and out of the classroom depending upon their skills and the 

needs of the children and organisation of the class teacher. 

 

Adults also help when a class makes an educational visit. The parents of the class 

concerned are usually invited to help. However, there may be occasions when specialist 

expertise is needed, and at these times particular parents may be approached to see if they 

are available and willing to help. 

 

Some adults who are unable to come into school, but still wish to help, may take jobs 

home to do. 

 

All helpers are encouraged to be familiar with school routines and practices 

 

Racial Equality 

 All adult helpers will act as appropriate role models for all children 

 Helpers will respect all children’s religious and cultural beliefs 

 Adult helpers will encourage children to develop an awareness of and sensitivity 

to the needs, views and feelings of others and to treat others with respect. 

 Adult helpers will encourage children to respect the cultures and beliefs of others. 

 Adult helpers will encourage children to understand that racist behaviour is 

unacceptable 
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